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This is the number one physics program in the nation - and for good reason. "Physics: Principles

and Problems" presents concisely developed concepts supported by an appropriate amount of math

and every day applications to make the subject interesting and unintimidating.
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Concepts clearly explained. Good resource to learn conceptual physics for highschoolers.

I'm helping a high school physics student who lives on our block. This is his text. Sometimes I'm

rusty on a topic and want to read his text BEFORE he visits with a new problem - easier if I have my

own copy!

Just what I was looking for.

I love buying College books on the internet instead of the book store where they gouge you every

time. Book is in perfect condition and very fast shipping.Thanks

Came in great condition.

Great!



I am a highschool senior and am using this text for my honors physics class. I would consider

myself a strong science student but this textbook is making physics extremely frustrating. We have

only covered the first six chapters, but I am already noticing serious problems. The book is far from

strait forward, with pages dedicated to superflous examples of things that seem to be common

sense, while other pages are filled with silly diagrams that do little to help me understand the

material. In many chapters the author dedicates more space to explaining how to draw diagrams of

problems than he does explaining how to solve them. Consequently I often find that after reading a

chapter I understand little more than how to draw pictures. The book is clearly oriented towards

visual learners with little left over for the rest of us. In other chapters the material is organized in a

way that seems irrational. Newton's Laws, for example, are not placed together as one would

expect, rather they are scattered out of order over a 20 page chapter, making it more difficult to put

the pieces together and get the big picture. The books one redeeming feature (and the reason it got

the second star) is that it contains plenty of practice problems with more available online. Some of

the problems even have detailed explanations and answers in the back, but often these answers

are wrong, which only adds to my frustration. As I said I have only been through the first six chapter

but if they are any indication, this is not a good text for an honors physics class.

This is acually Jonathan Ray of Midlothian Virginia. I have spent many a late night pondering over

the absutities I have read in my physics book. I am atempting to learn physics from this book but it

seems that all I am learning is how to draw silly little pictures. The answers in the back of the book

to the practice problems are wrong tothe point that I am woried when I get an answer that agrees

with the the back of the book. On top of this there are numerous typeos on the text. On top of this

there is no actual organization in the book as one has to read several chapters to understan

Newton's laws which are presented out of order I might add. Overall a very confusing text that is not

worth the paper it is printed on.
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